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DEMONIC SOUL COPIES – LEVEL 2
THE ENEMY’S “ACE” TO KEEP GOD’S PEOPLE IN BONDAGE

LEVEL 2: HOW TO TEST FOR DEMONIC SOUL COPIES IN
CHRISTIANS
1 Corinthians 2: 6-16
We speak wisdom amongst those who are mature, the wisdom of God in a mystery, hidden wisdom of God,
ordained before the ages for our glory. None of the rulers of this age knew - had they known, they would not
have crucified the Lord.
“Eye has not seen, nor ear heard, nor have entered into the heart of man, the things which God has prepared
for those who love Him.”
God has revealed it to us through His Spirit. BUT, the natural man does not receive the things of the Spirit of
God – it is foolishness to him, nor can he know them, because they are spiritually discerned.
BUT WE, we have the mind of Christ!
Apostle Paul (56 A.D.)

1.

INTRODUCTION
It is essential that any person who reads this teaching, should first read and
actually study the Demonic Soul Copies: Level 1 teaching that is available on
our webpage at www.ignitedinchrist.org under “Free publications”. If the reader
does not first read and study that level 1 teaching, this level 2 teaching may not
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be properly and correctly understood, since we have tried to lay a proper
foundation for Demonic Soul Copies (“DSC’s) in that first teaching.
We will therefore not be repeating anything already dealt with in “Level 1” (upon
the assumption that everybody who reads this have also already studied the
Level 1 teaching and, preferably, have also watched the accompanying DVD)
and will now proceed by sharing with you how one should test for DSC’s in
fellow believers (i.e. Christians).
We have to warn readers upfront: “This teaching is not for the faint-hearted”.
Only if you are a born-again, Spirit-filled believer in Jesus Christ and you are
an active disciple of Him, who is prepared to take a spiritual “dive” with Jesus
(with the Holy Spirit and the Blood of Jesus as your safety net), would we
recommend that you read any further!!
2.

IMPORTANCE OF BAPTISM OF BELIEVERS AND INFILLING WITH THE
HOLY SPIRIT
For the sake of completeness, we do have
to mention that any person that considers
him or herself to be an active disciple of
the Lord Jesus Christ should first go
through the Baptism of Believers (full
immersion in water)1 and allow the Lord
Jesus Christ to infill them with the Holy
Spirit before engaging in the type of
spiritual warfare that this teaching is about.
We know that the Baptism of Believers endows believers with authority in the
spirit as disciples and the infilling with the Holy Spirit (by way of laying on of
hands or otherwise) is also crucial in order to receive power for ministry. Any
person that involves him or herself in this kind of ministry without being obedient
to Jesus by allowing Him to baptise you with water (cleansing by the Blood) and
Fire (infilling with the Holy Spirit) runs the risk of getting themselves and their
family hurt. Obedience comes first and then comes blessing and power!

3.

CONTEXT OF THIS TEACHING
The subject of Demonic Soul Copies (DSC’s) and how to test for it in Christians
should not be viewed in isolation but always in the context of complete inner
healing and deliverance (spirit, soul and body). As such, DSC’s is an integral
part of assisting fellow believers in gaining freedom and victory in Jesus Christ.

1

See our teaching on the Baptism of Believers on our website www.ignitedinchrist.org under “Publications”
and “Free Publications”
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This ministry does not only occupy itself with the
spiritual concept of demonic soul copies but also
applies this knowledge during the process of praying
with believers for complete inner healing and
deliverance. Our mission and mandate from God is
to “set the captives free” (Isaiah 58: 6 & 7).
Other topics that the active disciple of Jesus Christ
should therefore also familiarise him or herself with
are the following:












4.

Demonology (the study field of what demons are, how they operate and
how they should be addressed);
Blood line curses (or generational sin);
Other curses such as witchcraft etc.;
Repentance of all known sin and the application of the Blood of Jesus;
Forgiveness of the living and the dead (even self and God);
Inner healing by Jesus of all trauma, shock and hurt feelings and
emotions;
Renewal of the mind (e.g. of rejection, inferiority, shame and low selfworth);
Dissociative Identity Disorder (“DID”), also known as a “Multiple
Personality Disorder”;
Hurt inner children (a copy of the soul dimension of a hurt child, for
example if the person had a very traumatic childhood);
Praying for physical and other healing;
Knowing and understanding one’s true identity and authority in Jesus
Christ; and
The Baptism of Believers and the infilling by the Holy Spirit (Baptism by
Fire).

DEFINITION OF A DSC
However, we should perhaps just again explain
what a DSC is, for the convenience of the reader
of this document.
A DSC is a complete copy of a soul dimension
of a person (already deceased or still alive) that
has been “copied” and “pasted” (as in computer
terminology) by demonic forces, into any other
living person as a result of blood line curses, any
unrepented sin or any other “open doors” in the
spirit, such as unhealed trauma, role play during
rituals etc.
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This spiritual phenomenon is what the Hindus refer to as reincarnation2.
However, they have the concept totally wrong in that they believe that it is
something good and aids them in reaching a state of “enlightenment” as well
as their ultimate spiritual destiny, “Nirvana” (their heaven, that we know is hell).
The truth about this concept of demonic soul copies is that it is an extremely
destructive mechanism designed by the enemy (Satan) in order to destroy lives
and to keep God’s people in ever-increasing bondage.
5.

SOME WELL-KNOWN PERSONALITIES ALREADY FOUND BY US AS
DSC’S IN PEOPLE
Just to illustrate to you how enormous this phenomenon of DSC’s is and how
far reaching it is, we confirm that we have already found DSC’s of the following
well-known personalities in the people we ministered to: Hitler, Stalin, Che
Guevara,
Charles
Darwin, Lord Nelson,
Nefertiti
(Egyptian
queen), Tutankhamen
(Egyptian prince), John
F Kennedy, Voltaire,
Plato,
Socrates,
Charles
Darwin,
Madonna,
Julius
Caesar, Nero, Jopie
Fourie and Gideon
Scheepers
(South
African Boer war heroes), Napoleon Bonaparte, Bruce Lee, Buffalo Bill, Genl.
de la Rey (South African Boer general), Manie Maritz (South African Boer
leader), Paul Kruger
(President Paul Kruger of
Freemason), Alexander
the ZAR and top
the Great, Spartacus,
Otto
von
Bismarck,
various
Samurai
fighters, various Baal
priests from the time of
Nimrod
and
Queen
Jezebel,
various
prominent Jewish rabbis,
Queen Jezebel and
King Ahab (from the
Bible),
Freddie
Mercury, pastors from
well-known
and
prominent
charismatic
churches in South
Africa and internationally
(mostly Freemasons),
“dominees”
of
Dutch

2

According to Wikipedia, Reincarnation is the religious or philosophical concept that the soul or spirit, after biological death, begins a new
life in a new body. This doctrine is a central tenet of the Indian religions.[1] It is also a common belief of various ancient and modern
religions such as Spiritism, Theosophy, and Eckankar and is found in many tribal societies around the world, in places such as Siberia, West
Africa, North America, and Australia. Although the majority of sects within the Abrahamic religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam do
not believe that individuals reincarnate, particular groups within these religions do refer to reincarnation; these groups include the
mainstream historical and contemporary followers of Kabbalah, the Cathars, the Druze[3] and the Rosicrucians.[4]
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Reformed and other churches in South Africa etc. etc. etc. (this is a nonexclusive list and really goes on and on and on…..).
Most of these DSC’s came
into
the
people
we
ministered to as a result of
blood line curses going as
far back as the time of Cain
and Abel and the ancient
Babylonian
times
of
Nimrod and Semiramis.
This again illustrates the
prominence and meaning
of blood line curses in
Satan’s war against humanity and especially God’s own children. Others (such
as the religious leaders) came in as a result of Freemasonry and Kundalini
(false Holy Spirit) in some of our charismatic churches and Religion, Tradition
and Dogma (demons) in our more traditional churches….
6.

WHO WILL BENEFIT FROM THIS TEACHING?
All children of God (believers in Jesus Christ).
The Lord calls all of us up as His disciples and says in Mark 16: 17 and 18:
“And these signs will follow those who believe: In My name they will cast out
demons: they will speak with new tongues; they will take up serpents; and if
they drink anything deadly, it will by no means hurt them; they will lay hands on
the sick, and they will recover.”

7.

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT TO TEST FOR DSC’S IN CHRISTIANS?
It is absolutely crucial to learn about DSC’s and how to deal with them in the
people that you minister to since they are very destructive in soul and body and
can potentially kill a person (if it was not for the protection of the Blood of Jesus
Christ over His children).
Please refer to paragraph 7 in the DSC Level 1 teaching for an explanation of
how DSC’s can also be in the souls and bodies of Christians!

7.1

Functions of DSC’s in people (specifically Christians)
The most common functions of DSC’s that we have so far found in the
Christians that we ministered to are the following (not an exclusive list):
Soul dimension






Fear and anxiety, stress, paranoia;
Depression, bipolar depression and manic behaviour;
Suicidal thoughts and ultimately suicide;
Confusion, deception, hearing of voices, Schizophrenia;
Almost any psychiatric illness one can think of;
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Memory loss, especially about childhood trauma, forgetfulness;
Emotional numbness, emotional imbalance, extreme emotions;
Rejection, inability to receive or give love;
Low self-worth, unworthiness and inferiority;
Self-rejection, self-hatred;
Perfectionism, extreme discipline (military style), jealousy, rebellion;
Hatred, anger, impatience, irritation, aggression;
Control, domination, manipulation, intimidation;
Conflict, disunity, conflict in marriage, trying to cause marriage break-up
(divorce), fighting, back-stabbing, dishonesty, distrust;
Inability to concentrate, hyper-activeness, laziness, indecisiveness;
 Pride,
arrogance,
unteachableness,
fearlessness, stubbornness, self-righteousness,
a know-it-all mentality;
 Inability to know one’s own true identity and
worth;
 Self-deception – inability to see own
weaknesses and faults;
 Feels ugly and worthless;
 Racism, murder, bloodlust, war, rebellion,
revenge;
 Thoughts and desires of homosexualism,
lesbianism, sexual immorality and impurity, molestation, incest, rape,
sodomisation;
Unforgiveness and bitterness;
Sadness, loneliness, sense of loss, hopelessness, brokenness, grief;
and
Etc., etc., etc.

Body


Almost every bodily illness that one can think of but especially:
 All sorts of cancer, malignant tumours;
 Low metabolism, digestive problems, stomach ulcers;
 Migraines, constant headaches;
 Eczema and any other skin ailments;
 Thrombosis, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, heart failure;
 Failure of any organ in the body;
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 Malfunction of the thyroid
gland;
 Low immunity, constant sinus,
bronchitis, pneumonia;
 Infertility, miscarriages, early
death of children;
 Accidents (any way possible,
including motor vehicle accidents);
 Muscle disorders;
 Diabetes, malfunction of any





organ in the body;
Arthritis, degeneration of the bones (skeleton);
Death in any way;
Acts of homosexualism, sexual immorality, molestation, incest,
rape etc.
Etc. etc. etc.

Spiritually











 Doubt and unbelief, inability to understand
and find salvation;
 Religion, tradition and dogma;
 Inability to know and understand one’s
identity in Jesus Christ;
 Inability to know, understand and take up
your full authority in Christ;
 Spiritual confusion, deception and mindcontrol;
 A spiritual veil of Religion, Kundalini (false
Holy Spirit), Confusion, Deception, the AntiChrist etc. etc.;
Inability to receive revelation from God and to hear His voice;
Difficulty to read the Bible, pray or worship;
Overall difficulty to “connect” spiritually with God;
Inability to find one’s “calling” and destiny in Christ;
Blocking of the work of the Holy Spirit;
Pollution of the “gifts of the Spirit” (1 Cor. 12) - e.g. false tongues, lack of
discernment, false healing (Kundalini), false prophesy (Kundalini) etc.;
Being drawn to false religions such as New Age, the occult, Mysticism,
Hebrew Roots, Judaism, Freemasonry etc.;
Wanting to pollute the Body of Christ by first polluting the spiritual leaders
with the Kundalini spirit (false Holy Spirit). Rampant!!; and
Etc. etc.
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7.2

ALL ILLNESS AND DISEASE - NOT NECESSARILY DUE TO A DSC
We do not say that each and every illness and
disease is necessarily due to a particular DSC in a
person. However, in our experience, they more
than often are. Healing in Jesus Christ is however
generally more complex and we should all keep the
following in mind: “For now we see in a mirror,
dimly, but then face to face. Now I know in part,
but then I shall know just as I am known.” (1 Cor.
13:12)

7.3

DSC’S CAN POTENTIALLY
DELIVERANCE PROCESS

FRUSTRATE

THE

HEALING

AND

In our experience, DSC’s often hold on to certain
demons. If the deliverance minister then does not know
of DSC’s and how to deal with them, he or she will try in
vain to cast the particular demon out. The demon will not
allow itself to be cast out and will only manifest heavily
and hurt the person OR deceive you in thinking that it has
left, only to remain or return into the person literally
minutes later.
We have also found that DSC’s can effectively block the working of the Holy
Spirit in the inner healing process, causing the person not to receive complete
inner healing.
DSC’s also sometimes hold on to hurt inner children3 and prevent them from
coming out and receiving complete healing.
DSC’s may also block out crucial memories of the person and in that way cause
the person not to be able to recall the memories and receive inner healing of
them.
We believe that Satan has for too long used this evil concept of DSC’s as an
“Ace” in his hand of cards against God’s children. God has revealed this
knowledge to us now so that we may enter into a new season of effective inner
healing and deliverance for His precious children.
8.

REMEMBER THAT YOU ARE WORKING WITH A “PERSON” AND NOT A
“DEMON”
It is, at the outset, very important to remember that when you test for a DSC,
you will not be talking to a demon (evil spirit) but to a person (the soul dimension
of a person). One therefore obviously has to follow a different approach when
dealing with DSC’s than when dealing with demons. A DSC has a free will and
that free will is respected by God and therefore should also be respected by us.

3

A demonic copy of the person when he/she was a child at a certain age and experienced severe trauma.
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We were given authority over demons and therefore they can simply be cast
out (Mat.10:1; Luke 10:19) but a DSC may not merely be “cast out”. It has a
free will and can rightfully decide whether it wants to cooperate with you (under
Jesus’s authority) and go or not.
Only after it has submitted its will under Jesus’ authority and has withdrawn all
curses, will it allow Jesus to rip it out.
9.

PREPARATORY STEPS BEFORE TESTING FOR A DSC
We do not proclaim that the process set out below is the only way in which a
DSC may be addressed in a Christian. This is merely the way that was revealed
to us by the Holy Spirit of Jesus Christ and it works in our ministry. The key
remains that a disciple of Jesus should always and foremost follow the leading
of the Holy Spirit and there are therefore no “rights” and “wrongs”.
We herewith share with you the way in which our Lord Jesus Christ has taught
us to deal with this spiritual phenomenon.

9.1

Ensure that the person you are ministering to is “in Christ” (i.e. saved)
It is very important to firstly ensure that the person to whom you are ministering
is truly “in Christ” and has therefore received salvation. Many people
(especially those from the more traditional churches) think they are saved but
they have a mere intellectual understanding of God and has never been reborn
spiritually. You therefore have to first lead such a person to Christ in prayer so
that the person may give his/her heart (spirit), soul and body to Jesus Christ
and accept Him as his/her only Saviour. If this prayer is done in honesty and
sincerity, it will lead to the spiritual rebirth of the person.
One should also advise the person to consider having him or herself baptised
(the baptism of believers by full immersion in water) since Jesus honours this
deed of obedience and identification with the death and resurrection of Christ
immensely and will circumcise the person’s spirit in order for him or her to
receive the resurrection power of Jesus Christ4.
This will greatly disarm the enemy and take away his power (not necessarily
his rights) over the person’s life, since the enemy (Satan and his demons)
knows very well that Jesus paid with His blood on the cross, not only for each
person’s complete salvation, but also for the healing and freedom in their souls
and bodies whilst on earth. From the minute of salvation, the enemy realises
that he is now on borrowed time since the Blood of Jesus has already bought
and paid for the person’s complete inner healing and freedom.

4

Refer to our teaching on the Baptism of Believers on our webpage.
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9.2

Anoint the person
Anoint the person with oil (any oil) in the name of God
the Father, the Son Jesus Christ and the Holy Spirit.
This is a prophetic action to confirm and declare that
the person you are ministering to is under the
anointing and authority of the Holy Spirit. There is
NO magical or mystical power in the oil itself.

9.3

Prayer (in unity)
Pray together in absolute unity and ask the Lord to seal you and the person off
with His Blood and to enclose you with a spiritual bubble and to place a hedge
of fire around you for protection. Pray further as the Holy Spirit leads and to
prepare for the session. Often the Lord will (under the anointing of the prayer)
honour you or another team member with a vision or a word of knowledge or
impart wisdom to you in order to guide and help you in the process. We often
receive visions and word of knowledge (often the names or images of DSC’s
that the Lord wants to show us) during our opening prayer.

9.4

Explain to the person (and to the listening DSC’s!) what a DSC is and what
the person may expect to feel and experience
DSC’s may manifest in various ways of which the most common are the
following:








The DSC talks in the person’s own voice, although the person will
experience that it is not he/she who is talking and that he/she has no control
over the manifestation;
The DSC may also talk from the person’s body in a different voice (e.g. a
man’s voice from a woman’s body or a child’s voice from an adult’s body5).
This is however relatively rare and does not happen that often;
In some cases, the DSC would not want to talk to us but is prepared to talk
to the person in who it is abiding and to whom we are ministering. In this
event, the person will see the DSC in the spirit (for example a young woman
standing by a horse cart or a young girl playing around in a red dress). We
would then usually talk to the person (we are ministering to), who will then
(in turn) talk to the DSC that he/she sees in the spiritual eye. The person
we are ministering to will then also hear (in the spirit) what the DSC says
and will tell us. In this way, a tripartite conversation follows …. This is
however also relatively rare and is not so often found; and
In some cases one can merely discern the DSC in the person’s eyes without
the DSC saying a word….! The person ministering is then 100% dependant
on the Holy Spirit alone and must follow the leading and guidance of the
Holy Spirit. Often you will only see a blink of the eye or a slight nod as the
only indication that the DSC agrees with what you are saying and will

5

Refer the voice of the Scotchman that spoke from the man in the video that we have included in the DVD on
DSC’s Level 1.
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cooperate. We have already had some success with these type of DSC’s
that do not talk at all but can truly say that it was only by the leading (and
grace) of the Holy Spirit! Thank you precious Jesus and Holy Spirit!
After briefly talking the person through the process and what to expect, it is then
time to start testing.
10.

TESTING FOR A DSC IN A FELLOW-BELIEVER (CHRISTIAN)

10.1

Calling the DSC out
We found that it is better to ask the person you are
ministering to, to close their eyes and to sit back, relax
and to think of something else. The person you are
ministering to does not have to listen to you now,
since you will not be talking to him/her.
Begin by calling the DSC out by saying something
such as: “We are not talking to …. (person you are
ministering to) now. We are talking to …. (a particular
DSC that the Lord has shown you or DSC’s in
general). Come out and talk to us. Do not be afraid, do not hide, the Lord
Jesus Christ has revealed your presence to us. You are trespassing in this
person. Come out, open your eyes and look at me.”
Sometimes one has to prompt for a while. Do not be in a hurry and do not be
impatient. The Holy Spirit fruit of “patience” is very important when dealing with
DSC’s. Use your gift of discernment whilst you are calling the DSC out. They
would often want you to think that they are not there and will hope that you will
stop prompting so that they are not discovered. Ask the Holy Spirit whether
the DSC is there, you will get the answer. We will often just keep on prompting
and calling the DSC out with nothing in the natural realm revealing its presence
but just a “sense” of the Holy Spirit that it is indeed there and that we should
keep on testing.
If the Holy Spirit tells you that the DSC is indeed there but that a particular curse
prevents it to come out, then first break the curse over the DSC (e.g.
Broederbond, Freemasonry, witchcraft, Nazi-curse etc.). If the Holy Spirit tells
you that certain demons are holding the DSC back so that it cannot come out,
then cut the demons off from the DSC and seal the DSC off in a spiritual bubble
so that the demons would not be able to hear and see what the DSC is doing
and saying. We often find DSC’s that tell us that they are very scared of the
demons that hold them in place. These DSC’s are often only prepared to come
out and talk to us after we have cut the demons off from them and sealed them
off in a spiritual bubble. (Which demons should be cut off? Ask the Holy Spirit
– each case is unique.)
How do I know when the DSC has come out? If the eyes of the person that you
are ministering to were closed, the eyes would open and you would clearly see
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(discern in the spirit) that it is not the person looking at you but indeed the DSC.
The look of a DSC is usually somewhat demonic and it usually stares at you
without blinking an eye and stays focused on the person who called it out. Trust
us, if you have the Holy Spirit in you (which all reborn Christians do), you will
KNOW when the DSC comes out…!
10.2

Some of the most important questions to ask
When the DSC comes out, start by asking some questions so as to know who
the DSC is, how he/she came in, what he/she does in the person etc. It is
important to first know and understand the demonic stronghold that the DSC
holds over the person before trying to address it. In this regard, we found that
it helps to have a notebook at hand and to ask someone to make some notes.
This questioning process also equips one later in the deliverance process to
understand the full nature and depth of the demonic strongholds in the person.
















Who are you, what is your name?
Are you a woman or a man?
Are you already deceased or are you still alive?
If already dead, ask the DSC when and where it
lived, what it did when it lived and what the reason
for its death was (it may very well be that the DSC
intends to cause the person’s death in the same
way that he/she died, e.g. heart attack). Also ask
whether the deceased person was in the person’s
blood line or not.
When did you come into this person? (E.g. conception, on his wedding date,
when so and so died, during the molestation etc.)
What gave you the right to come into this person? (E.g. bloodline curse of
rejection, unholy soul tie with someone, the curse of Jezebel, trauma, sin of
pornography etc.)
If the right of entrance is a bloodline curse and the DSC already came in at
conception, try to obtain a list of all the blood line curses concerned. This
helps at a later stage when you want to break all relevant bloodline curses
over the person.
What are the names and the functions of the demons that hold you in place
and that give you power?
Do you work with other DSC’s that are also in the person or do you work
alone?
How many copies of you are in the person? (If there are more than one
copy of the DSC in the person – command them in the name of Jesus Christ
to consolidate and become one. Test by asking how many copies there are
… the answer should be “one” but BEWARE, you should discern – they
often lie about this in order for a copy to remain hidden.)
On what level are you in the person or where are you in the hierarchy of
DSC’s in the person (e.g. do you lay high up in the demonic pyramid or lower
down?)
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Then, very important: What are your functions in the person (in other words
– what are the instructions that you have received (from the demons who
empower you) to carry out in the person?) Make a complete list of these
functions and curses (e.g.: “I want to cause a heart attack” and/or “I cause
depression, sorrow and loneliness”). Here you must beware and discern:
They do not always speak the truth on this level and like to withhold
important info. Be led by the Holy Spirit and prompt for more information on
body, soul and spiritual level.
Are you also in the person’s family members (e.g. wife, children, mother,
father etc…)? We often find that they are … especially if they came in
through the blood lines (blood line curses) or if there are unholy soul ties
between family members (such as Rejection, Jezebel and Ahab, which we
find a lot).
NB: Are there any other DSC’s in the person and who are they? (Try to
obtain as much information as possible about the whole structure of DSC’s
in the person.) Here the DSC would probably be reluctant to tell you who
else is in the person6. You can aid the DSC in speaking the truth by sealing
it off in a spiritual bubble and by cutting all demons that empower it off from
it. Declare in the name of Jesus that the demons and other DSC’s will not
be able to hear what this particular DSC says.
Do you still have rights in the person or are
you ready to be ripped out by Jesus? Will
you cooperate? If the DSC says “yes” (it will
cooperate), then proceed by following the
process below but if it says “no” (which often
happens), try to establish what still gives the
DSC power or right in the person. Be led by
the Holy Spirit and break all curses etc. over
the DSC so as to diminish the DSC’s power
over the person. If, for example, the right of
the DSC to be
in the person is unhealed trauma (e.g. rape)
in the person, the trauma first has to be dealt
with in the person under the guidance of the
Holy Spirit until complete inner healing is
received, the perpetrator has been forgiven
etc. The DSC may then be called out again
and addressed. If, for example, the DSC was
a Freemason when he lived, first break the
curse of Freemasonry7 over the DSC (the
same principle applies with all other curses

6

The reason for this that has been given to us repeatedly by DSC’s in sessions is that the original soul
dimension (if deceased and under control of Satan) gets punished if they should assist us with information. The
DSC’s are mostly very scared of the demons that control them and that hold them in place.
7
See our Prayer of Renunciation on our web page under “Publications”
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such as witchcraft, the Nazi curse, Broederbond etc.). This will diminish the
power of the DSC to an extent of full cooperation and submission to Jesus’
authority. Just an interesting fact to take note of is that some of the strongest
and most stubborn DSC’s that we have so far found in people were
ancestors of people (grandfathers and great grandfathers) who were in the
Broederbond and Ossewabrandwag. One of these extremely stubborn
DSC’s even told us (in Afrikaans): “Ons is kerkmense!” In English it is: “We
are church people!” Just to show and illustrate to you the strength of the
spirit of Religion (very, very evil demon) in some people and that it should
never be underestimated.
10.3

When the DSC’s power has diminished and it is ready to cooperate, follow
the following process
Ask the DSC to pray after you:










“Lord Jesus Christ, I come before your holy throne and admit and declare
that you are the only true God. I bow before you and accept your authority
as God”;
“I withdraw all of the curses that I have over this person’s life – name the
curses…”;
”I withdraw every one of my demonic functions in this person – name them
all and have the DSC withdraw them all – one by one”;
If the DSC has previously admitted that he/she is also in the person’s
spouse and children – have the DSC also withdraw its curses and functions
over the other family members;
The DSC must then declare that it withdraws its whole stronghold over this
person (and his/her spouse and children) and sets them completely free in
body, soul and spirit; and
Then ask Jesus to rip the DSC out of the person (and, if appropriate, also
out of his/her family members).

The manifestation in the person when the
DSC gets ripped out by Jesus differs from
person to person.
Some people start
coughing, some give a huge sigh or exhale,
some
experience
immense
bodily
pain/strain, some put up a physical fight(!)
and some just experience relief and a sense
of peace. In some cases one should really
discern very carefully whether the DSC is
indeed out… A DSC will often try to deceive
you by appearing to go out but in fact staying behind. If you are not sure that
the DSC is out – test again!
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NB: Do not be afraid! The Lord will honour your
courage and braveness. Remember that there are
really no “rights” and “wrongs”. The BIGGEST
MISTAKE you can make is TO DO NOTHING. Be
prepared to learn as you go along (also from your
mistakes!). If the DSC, at first, appears to be too
strong or you do not know how to address the DSC
further, then merely bind the DSC and then pray
and ask the Lord for wisdom and guidance whilst commanding the DSC to wait
and not to withdraw. In some cases one could even allow the DSC to go back
into the “system” (in the person you are ministering to) whilst one first addresses
the relevant trauma or whatever other rights or roots need to be addressed
before calling the particular DSC out again.
10.4

Some other important aspects to remember when dealing with DSC’s






Be very wary whilst talking to the DSC’s they can lie (especially about their
strongholds as well as about the
strongholds that are still hidden).
However, we have found with literally
thousands of DSC’s that they also mostly
speak the truth under the anointing of the
Holy Spirit. This does however not mean
that you can ever drop your guard…
Do not be afraid to ask a lot of relevant questions since it can later help to
expose the whole demonic stronghold in the person and can therefore
make the rest of the deliverance process much easier. However, do not fall
into the trap of starting to ask all sorts of (interesting!) questions that are not
directly relevant to the person’s inner healing and deliverance (we believe
that it does not honour God).
Some DSC’s can be very strong and obstinate.
The level of cooperation of the DSC depends
on various things, one of which may be the
spiritual maturity and level of faith of the person
that it is in. We found that the more spiritually
mature and obedient to Christ the person in
whom the DSC is, the easier the DSC would
usually submit and cooperate. However, if the
DSC itself is still drawing power from any
curses such as Anti-christ, Unbelief, Witchcraft,
Satanism, Freemasonry, Broederbond etc., we have found that it will also
cause the DSC to be very stubborn. No two cases are the same! Follow
the leading and guidance of the Holy Spirit in complete and utter
dependence on Him.
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11.

ALSO BE AWARE OF THE FOLLOWING

11.1

There can be more than 1 DSC of the same person in the person that you
are ministering to
This is something that the Lord has shown us relatively recently. We
discovered it when, to our huge frustration, we would find DSC’s that were
ripped out in a previous session, in the same person, just a few sessions later.
You therefore always have to ask: “How
many copies of you are in this person?” Here
you should also discern carefully since this is
an area where the DSC’s often lie. They lie
about the real number of copies since they
obviously want some of the copies to remain
behind so that they may carry on with their
evil work after the person has completed
his/her deliverance and healing.
We have already found up to thousands of
the same DSC in the same person. It is often the strength of the relevant
bloodline curse that determines the number of the DSC’s. We have also found
that the number of copies of a particular DSC (when discovered in a previous
session, but not yet ripped out by Jesus because of strongholds) increased from
somewhere in the hundreds to in the six hundreds in the following session “so
as to strengthen the stronghold” (this was a DSC of the senior pastor of a wellknown charismatic church in South Africa that came into his church members
as a result of Kundalini8 (false Holy Spirit), manipulation and control as well as
deception, mind-control and confusion)!

11.2

Beware: DSC’s do sometimes lie (but also often speak the truth)
It is a fact that DSC’s (similar to the lying nature of
demons) do sometimes lie about certain things. This
is why the gift of discernment is such a precious gift
from the Holy Spirit and should be desired and asked
for. Every disciple of Jesus Christ should pray against
deception and should constantly discern (about every
bit of information given by a DSC) whether the
information is true or false.
What we have learned so far through experience is that DSC’s often lie about
issues that are close to their demonic stronghold such as:


8

How many copies of you are in the person? They may e.g. say “3” whilst
there are in fact “10”;

See our teaching on Kundalini, the false Holy Spirit, on our webpage at www.ignitedinchrist.org.
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What are your functions in the person? They often try to tell you some
functions but keep others hidden. However, here the Lord Jesus assists
us greatly since, time and again, the DSC will not be ripped out by the
Lord until it has shared with us (and withdrawn) each and every curse
and evil function; and
How many other DSC’s are in the person? The DSC may for example
say “there are no more” or “I am the last” whilst we have often found that
it is not the truth and that there were several more DSC’s in the person
that hoped to remain hidden.

However, it should also be said that we have found that DSC’s more often
speak the truth under the anointing of the Holy Spirit. One must also remember
that this phenomenon cannot be equalled with demons and their treatment
since a DSC is a complete soul dimension (personality) of a person. Therefore,
although the demons utilise the evil part of the soul dimension (let us say for
example the part that relates to addiction to alcohol), the DSC still has free will
and the good side of the DSC is also there. Often it is the good side of the DSC
that cooperates with us under the anointing of the Holy Spirit in order to help
set the person free.
We have had several experiences with DSC’s who, out of their own, revealed
valuable information about the enemy’s stronghold in the person. We believe
that it is because of the anointing of the Holy Spirit that the DSC’s often help us
out of their own and assist us in the deliverance process.
11.3

DSC’s that came in as a result of trauma
Any DSC that came in as a result of trauma (such as e.g. rape, molestation, a
motor vehicle accident, an abortion, an assault etc.) will usually not leave until
the particular trauma has been dealt with. “Dealt with” in this context means
that the person to whom you are ministering should first receive inner healing
from the trauma and the perpetrator should be forgiven and set free. The DSC
that came in as a result of the particular trauma (e.g. the person who raped the
girl) usually draws its power and strength from the unhealed trauma, hurt
feelings and sense of defilement. Once the person you minister to has been
healed from the trauma and washed clean by the Blood of Jesus, the DSC will
lose its power over the person and it should be relatively easy to address it and
have it ripped out.
It may also in some cases be necessary to deal with the trauma that the DSC
itself has gone through (e.g. childhood rape or molestation) in order to break
the DSC’s strength. An example we had of such a case is a DSC of a woman
(deceased) that came into a young girl as a result of the fact that the young girl
was in a motor vehicle accident. The DSC of the deceased woman admitted
that she came into the girl as a result of the shock and trauma of the motor
vehicle accident. The deceased woman (DSC) admitted that she herself died
in a motor vehicle accident and actually suffocated to death in the wreck of the
car due to the fact that she could not get out of the car in time when it plunged
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into the water. In that case, we first had to lead the DSC of the woman to inner
healing in Jesus Christ before it was ready to cooperate and be ripped out by
Jesus. It was only after Jesus had washed the DSC clean with His blood (of
the shock and the trauma), that she was able to cooperate and submit to Jesus’
authority.
11.4

Irrelevant (and unnecessary) conversations with DSC’s
Since this is such an awesome and mind boggling experience (for example to
be able to talk to the soul (personality) of someone like Hitler, Stalin, John F
Kennedy etc.), one may easily fall into the trap of deviating from the person’s
inner
healing
and
deliverance and to
start asking these
“persons” all sorts of
questions that are not
strictly relevant to the
healing
and
deliverance process.
We, for example, once
asked a DSC of John F
Kennedy
quite
personal
questions
about the affair he had
with Marilyn Monroe,
said “I am not talking
where upon he just
about her...”! Some DSC’s have also told us (after a personal and irrelevant
question raised by us): “The Holy Spirit says I am not to answer this question.”!!
We have learned by trial and error and can therefore warn you beforehand to
stick to the questions that are directly relevant to the healing and deliverance
of the person to whom you are ministering. The Lord has shown us that any
other questions, not directly relevant, does not honour Him....We are to stay
within the safe boundaries that the Lord allows us to operate in.

11.5

Some demons are kept in place by DSC’s
We have learned that the reason why certain demons do not leave when we try
to cast them out in the name of Jesus is often that a particular DSC still holds
them in place. In a situation such as this, you first have to address the DSC and
ask Jesus to rip it out, where after you may again cast the demon out and it will
then leave (on the further assumption that it does not have any more rights in
the person e.g. unconfessed sin or an unbroken curse).
We have often encountered that certain demons associated with Freemasonry
did not want to leave after the curse of Freemasonry was broken over the
person. The person would then just manifest heavily and the demons would
actually hurt the person but, despite all our commanding and other attempts to
cast them out, the demons did not leave. We therefore just bound them and
carried on to test for DSC’s that may have come in through the curse of
Freemasonry in the bloodline. Very often these DSC’s then admitted that it was
them who held on to e.g. the spirit of Freemasonry, Lucifer, and the Queen of
Heaven etc. Once the DSC’s have left, the demon may then again be
addressed and it should then leave (again on the assumption that it does not
have any other or further rights in the person).
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11.6

There may be different levels of DSC’s in the DSC “system”
We have also found that there may be various levels
of DSC’s in a particular person such as to create a
“system” or “pyramid” or “silos” of DSC’s in the
particular person.
It would therefore also be relevant to ask questions
such as the following to a DSC:




11.7

How high up are you in this system of DSC’s
in the person?
Who lies on top (has the most power)?
Is there only one system of DSC’s in the person or are there various
silos?

A DSC never does anything good in a person (only evil)
It is important to remember that, although the complete
soul dimension of the person is copied by the demons
(e.g. the deceased father of the person whom you are
ministering to who was an alcoholic and then usually
became extremely angry and violent), only the evil part is
utilised by the demons. In the example given, the DSC of
the deceased father will cause his son to become an
alcoholic and together with that will e.g. cause him to
become extremely angry and violent.
Let us further say that the father was also very loving and kind-hearted when
he was not drunk. The demons do not use these good characteristics but only
the evil part. However, under the anointing of the Holy Spirit, when tested and
the DSC comes out, Jesus may very well utilise these good traits (that came
from God) to persuade the DSC to cooperate and help his son (whom he will
usually admit that he loves) to be freed from the DSC (himself).

11.8

In respect of the DSC of a person that is still alive – forgive and cut soul
ties
We often find that people have DSC’s of people
that is still alive in them. Let us say, for example,
it is a DSC of a very good friend of the person
you are ministering to who is in relationship with
him/her but it comes out that the friend controlled
and manipulated the person you are ministering
to through a spirit of Jezebel. It is then also
important (after the DSC has been ripped out by
Jesus) for the person to forgive his friend for the
manipulation, to cut all unholy soul ties between
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the two people and to plant Jesus’ cross in the spirit between them.
Also try to coach the person you are ministering to about how to guard against
the spirit of Jezebel and not to allow any future control and manipulation,
otherwise the DSC (of the friend) may very well come back (upon the unholy
soul tie of manipulation and control).
We also often find that DSC’s of fathers, mothers, grandparents, brothers and
sisters etc. come into people usually as a result of blood line curses in the family
such as Jezebel and Ahab9, rejection (very often), inferiority, low self-worth and
low self-image. You should advise the person you are ministering to that he/she
should absolutely not confront the living family member with questions such as:
“Why were you in me?” and “What gave you the right to be in me?” Explain to
the person that it will serve no good purpose and will only break down the
relationship he/she has with that person. Again, a process of forgiveness and
cutting of unholy soul ties between the person and the family member should
be followed.
12.

HOW DO PEOPLE USUALLY EXPERIENCE IT WHEN A DSC MANIFESTS
IN THEM?
Most people say that they can hear themselves talking but that they realise that
it is not them speaking. They feel as if they get pushed back into themselves
(soul and body) and as if someone else moves forward. In some cases they
may even experience themselves doing strange things or speaking in a manner
that is not their own (e.g. the DSC may stutter or speak like a “Bushman” (we
once found a DSC of a Bushman in someone) or like a small child, whilst the
actual person never speaks that way).
In extreme cases, the person that we minister to
may “clutch out” (be semi-unconscious) for the time
that the DSC manifests and then does not know
what happened whilst the DSC manifested and
talked to us. In cases such as these, it is important
that we be able to show the video of the DSC
manifestation to the person in order to debrief.
A common trick (deception) of the enemy is to work
through spirits of Religion, Intellect and
Rationalisation to convince the person that it was
“all their own imagination” or that he or she has
“made it all up”. This often happens in an attempt
from Satan to block out the reality of the deliverance that the person received
and to steal the miracle of what actually happened in the spirit. Satan uses this
strategy to convince such a person that what happened was not “real” and that

9

See our teaching in this regard on our webpage under “Free Publications”.
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any further deliverance from DSC’s would therefore also be merely imagination
and therefore futile.
It is so sad when we see people fall prey to this strategy of Satan. We have
seen literally thousands of these DSC manifestations in people and really know
when it is real. In this regard, it would also help it you could afterwards play the
video of the manifestation to the person.
The DSC’s also often say things that the person did not know before and would
not have been able to make up such as: “I came into X at conception due to the
fact that his great, great grandfather Y was a Freemason.” Often the person
you ministered to did not know beforehand who his great, great grandfather
was, leave alone the fact that he was a Freemason and came into him at
conception in his mother’s womb!
13.

SOME QUESTIONS RELEVANT TO THE ABOVE

13.1

Can DSC’s receive salvation? Should we therefore try to lead them to
Jesus Christ?
A DSC can for the following reasons not receive salvation and one should, as
a general rule, therefore not deceive a DSC into thinking that he or she can still
receive salvation (although they usually know this and will remind you of the
fact!!):





13.2

Firstly, a DSC is not a real person – only a demonic copy of the soul
dimension of a person;
A DSC of a deceased person knows that the person had his/her chance
for salvation whilst living. Once a person dies, everything becomes final
and the person’s spirit either goes to Heaven or to Hell, depending on
whether the person accepted Jesus Christ as only saviour during his/her
lifetime. There are no second chances and no exception to this spiritual
rule; and
A DSC of a person that is still alive knows that it is the actual person that
should accept Jesus Christ in order to ensure his/her salvation. The fact
that the DSC accepts Jesus Christ will not ensure that the actual living
person gets saved.

What happens to a DSC when Jesus rips it out?
It disappears.

We

However, Satan may
paste other or new
person again and
same person or into
are “open doors” in
rights”.
Therefore,
rights of the demonic
that the trauma is
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broken or the unholy soul tie cut) and that you seal the person off with the Blood
of Jesus.
The number of copies Satan can make of a particular soul dimension (if he has
legal right to do so e.g. unrepented sin or a blood line curse) is limitless.
13.3

Do the demons (that hold the DSC in place) also automatically leave when
Jesus rips the DSC out?
We often find that the demons that keep a particular DSC in place are not
necessarily in the person but merely keeps the DSC in place. However, there
are also cases where the demons that keep the DSC in place are also in the
person.
The general rule is that the demons do not necessarily leave together with the
DSC for the simple reason that their “roots” or “rights” for being in the person
may be different from those of the DSC. An example would be a DSC that is
kept in place and controlled by the demons of Jezebel en Asmodee. Once the
DSC is ripped out by Jesus Christ, Jezebel and Asmodee will in all probability
still remain behind. Jezebel’s rights in the person may be the bloodline curses
of Jezebel and Rejection as well as numerous events of rejection during the
person’s lifetime (from which the person has not yet received inner healing).
Asmodee will also in all probability remain behind since its roots or rights may
also be a bloodline curse of sexual impurity as well as various instances of
sexual immorality and impurity during the person’s life for which the person has
not yet repented and received forgiveness.
Separate processes of inner healing and confession, repentance and
forgiveness will therefore have to be followed in order to take away the rights
of these demons before you will be able to cast them out.

13.4

Is it ALWAYS necessary to address a DSC in the way suggested above or
can I do it by myself and under the anointing of the Holy Spirit ask Jesus
to rip the DSC from myself (i.e. self-help?)
It is possible that a DSC will leave a person (even in yourself and under an
anointed prayer) if the anointing of the Lord is strong enough and if all the DSC’s
rights have been taken away.
An example of this would be the DSC of a deceased spouse that came into the
soul and body of the remaining spouse as a result of the fact that he/she was
unable to release the deceased spouse to the Lord and still tries to hold on to
the person as if he/she is still alive. If you would pray an honest and anointed
prayer under the guidance of the Holy Spirit and would ask forgiveness for the
fact that you have held on to someone who is already dead and would then
release the person to the Lord Jesus, the DSC may (as a result of the anointing
and the fact that its rights have been taken away) be ripped out by the Lord
(Holy Spirit). We have had an actual example of this.
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So, yes, it is in principle possible but we have also found that it usually only
happens with regard to the weaker DSC’s.
We have found, in our experience, that stronger DSC’s who draw power from
blood line curses such as Freemasonry, the Broederbond or Witchcraft (to
name but a few) will not necessarily leave merely as a result of prayer or a
strong anointing.
However, our Lord Jesus Christ says somewhere in His Word that what is
impossible for people are possible to Him and that He is able to do far more
than what we pray or ask for. Therefore, we can never restrict what the Lord is
able to do since He is sovereign and almighty. Surely therefore, anything is
possible in prayer and under a strong anointing of the Holy Spirit.
13.5

Does a person (who is still alive) know that he/she is or was a DSC in
someone else?
No, absolutely not. The reason for this is that it is only a demonic copy of the
soul of that person that is pasted in the other person. Although the demonic
copy will most often know what happens in the real living person’s life, the real
living person will not be aware of the demonic soul copy of him or herself that
is in another person.
Therefore, we do not advise anyone to go and “challenge” any other person
who was found as a DSC in him/her. Here great wisdom is required and if the
DSC was someone very near and dear to the person being ministered to, we
advise that the person be coached as to how to handle the situation. The
golden rule here is to keep on loving the person (who was created in God’s
image) but to take authority against the evil forces that work in and through that
person (e.g. manipulation, control, intimidation, rejection etc.).

13.6

What should we do if a DSC simply does not want to cooperate, no matter
what we pray, break and declare?
There is one other “tool” that the Lord has given us, other
than prayer, the breaking of curses and following the
guidance of the Holy Spirit and that is HIS BLOOD. If a
DSC still does not want to cooperate, no matter what, then
declare over the anointing oil that it is the blood of Jesus
and that it will burn the DSC. If the DSC then still refuses
to cooperate, apply “the blood” of
Jesus to the DSC (the forehead of the person that you are
ministering to). In most cases, the non-cooperative DSC will
then very quickly submit and agree to cooperate. Numerous
DSC’s have already said to us in sessions that the “blood”
of Jesus (the anointing oil) burns them and that we should
stop applying it since they will now rather cooperate! Oh the
power of the Blood! Thank you Lord Jesus!
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14.

SOME POTENTIAL CRITICISM AGAINST OUR TREATMENT OF DSC’S
We are aware of the fact that some ill-informed people raise the following
criticism against our ministry and the way that we deal with DSC’s. To them
we can only say: “Get off your couches and get your hands dirty!” Perhaps
these ill-informed people will then be in a better position to raise any criticism
(if at all).
It is often the people who are the
most ignorant and unexperienced
of what happens in the spiritual
realm that have the most criticism
to raise. It is similar than if a
carpenter should tell a brain
surgeon what he should and
should not do during an operation.
If you are not operating in this
particular field, rather acknowledge
that you do not know and start
equipping yourself with relevant knowledge and then start operating as to gain
the necessary experience. Maybe someone will then take your comments and
criticism seriously.
This also applies to pastors and “dominees” of any church denomination who
are not themselves engaged in the deliverance ministry and are opposing it.
Over them we simply declare the Word of the Lord, as set out in Ezekiel 34: 1
to 10.

14.1

We should not talk to the “spirits” of deceased persons
We are not talking to spirits of deceased persons! The spirit of a deceased
person is either in Hell (a place under the reign and control of Satan) or in
Heaven (a place under the reign and control of Jesus Christ). We clearly
understand and agree that we are not to step beyond the boundaries of Earth
in order to call spirits up from either Hell or Heaven. This is clearly forbidden
by Jesus Christ in the Bible (Lev. 20:27: “A man or a woman who is a medium,
or who has familiar spirits, shall surely be put to death; they shall stone them
with stones. Their blood shall be upon them.”). We are obedient in this regard.
We do however talk to the demonic copy of the soul of a person that is either
still alive or already deceased. It is also not the real soul of the person. It is
merely a demonic copy (therefore an extension of the demonic).

14.2

We are not allowed to talk to DSC’s since they are demonic, can only lie
and will therefore only deceive us
With all due respect, people who raise such criticism (and especially in the area
of the treatment of DSC’s and the demonic) do not know the Word of God and
give away both their ignorance and lack of experience in this field.
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Firstly, it is very Biblical to talk to demons.
Jesus Himself talked to demons numerous
times with a view to casting them out. It is
also very clear from the Bible that demons
do not necessarily lie since they are under
the authority of God when addressed and
also under the anointing of the Holy Spirit.
We refer you in this regard to the demon
who cried out to Jesus in the synagogue in
10
Capernaum :”Let us alone! What have we to do with You, Jesus of Nazareth?
Did You come to destroy us? I know who You are – the Holy One of God!” We
also refer you to the demons who were in the two men from Gadarene who said
to Jesus11: “What have we to do with You, Jesus, You Son of God? Have You
come here to torment us before the time?” The spirit of divination (demon) in
the demon-possessed slave girl in Acts 16 also said to Paul and Silas: “These
men are the servants of the Most High God, who proclaim to us the way of
salvation.”
The reasons why we engage the DSC’s to a certain extent and talk to them are
the following:








We learn a lot about the stronghold of the DSC in the person (i.e. what
they do and what they plan to do in the person). This often gives the
person we minister to a lot of closure and understanding and assists with
the inner healing;
We learn a lot about the bigger picture of “bondage” in the person (i.e.
the various bloodline curses in the person, which other DSC’s there are,
who they report to etc.). This helps us tremendously in the complete
healing and deliverance of the person;
The person that we minister to have an opportunity to hear and
understand why the DSC is in him/her and what it planned to do. This
gives the people an appreciation of the miracle of the freedom obtained
when the DSC is out and it also raises that person up with knowledge,
understanding and authority; and
We learn in giant leaps about the various spiritual laws of the spiritual
realm and are therefore much more equipped overall to assist fellow
believers to freedom in Christ.

However, as mentioned above, we believe that any questions asked to these
DSC’s should be limited to what is directly relevant, important and necessary
for the freedom and healing of the person that we minister to.
It is true that the DSC’s can lie to us (since their power source is demonic) but
it is here that the disciple of Jesus Christ should use his/her gift of discernment.
We have found that DSC’s would mostly lie in order to protect their stronghold
10
11

Mark. 1: 21-28; Luke 4: 31-37
Luke 8:28
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as well as the stronghold of the demons that keep them in place and to protect
other DSC’s. However, in our experience, they more often speak the truth since
they are under the anointing of the Holy Spirit and under the authority of God.
Some DSC’s have, for example, told us that: “They have no other choice but to
speak the truth since Jesus is standing behind them (in the spirit)!”
14.3

We are not to deal with DSC’s since there is nothing about them in the
Bible (not Biblical)
In this regard we refer you to our discussion of this topic in our Level 1 teaching
available on our website12. We would however just want to answer this group
of critics by simply asking: “Should we then say to
a person who comes to us for help: “Sorry, we are
not allowed to help you since this “person” that
talks from out of you and says that it is not a demon
but a “person” (and wants to kill you by e.g. giving
you cancer) is not found in the Bible, so you have
to continue to live with it and probably die from the
cancer”?“ Surely this is not what Jesus would have
done and wants us to do. His instruction and
mandate to us is to set the captives free (Luke
4:18-19) and He also said that He has sent us the
Holy Spirit that will guide us in ALL truth (John 16: 12-13).
We choose to obey our Lord Jesus’ “great commission” by setting the captives
free under the leading and guidance of the Holy Spirit. What will you do?

15.

MORE QUESTIONS
We know that the reader of this document may have many more questions
about DSC’s, such as the following:










12

Can the soul dimensions of Christians also be copied by demons and be
pasted into someone else?
We all sin – does this mean we all have DSC’s?
We all sin – does this mean Satan can copy all of our soul dimensions?
Why do some people have them and others not (whilst everybody sins)?
How can Satan gain such control over soul dimensions in order to be
able to “copy” them?
How many copies can be made by the demons of a particular soul
dimension?
During which stage of a person’s life can a DSC gain entrance into
his/her soul dimension or body – can it even happen whilst the baby is
still in the womb?
Where are the souls of deceased people kept in order for Satan to be
able to copy and use them?
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Is it possible that soul dimensions of deceased Christians can be under
the control of Satan in order for him to copy and paste them into living
people?
Where did this scheme of Satan start/originate? Is it something relatively
new or is it ancient and existed already in Biblical times?
Is there not a more effective
way to deal with DSC’s in
people (other than dealing
with them 1 by 1 as set out
above - which can be VERY
time consuming)?

These and other questions will be
dealt with in our further teachings on
DSC’s (Levels 3 and further) so
“watch this space!”
16.

CLOSING
To those who still want to
reject this teaching simply
since no reference to DSC’s
can be found in the Bible,
hear what John said to the
Christians of his time in 1
John
2:27:
“But
the
anointing which you have
received from Him abides in
you, and you do not need
that anyone teach you, but
as the same anointing
teaches you concerning all
things, and is true, and is not
a lie, and just as it has taught you, you will abide in Him.”
Peter Horrobin13 said the following in respect of those in
the Body of Christ that oppose the deliverance ministry:
“Regrettably, there are many people today in our
churches who do not want anything to do with the
deliverance ministry. Because it is outside their personal
experience, they reject both it and the people who are
ministering deliverance. Sometimes they even accuse
good ministries of using an ungodly power.” He goes
further by saying: “In our experience, it is usually
those with a strong religious reputation to

13

Healing Through Deliverance, 2008 Sovereign World Limited, p. 176 to 177 (Peter Horrobin is also the
founder and international director of Ellel Ministries, England)
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protect, or an already “successful” ministry that does not incorporate
deliverance, who are most easily used by the enemy to oppose the ministry of
deliverance. They need to remember that it was in the context of deliverance
ministry that Jesus said to religious people: “Anyone who is not for me is
really against me: anyone who does not help me gather is really
scattering” (Matthew 12:30).
We are clearly living in the end times and our enemy, Satan, is doing his utmost
best to come against the children of God and to kill, rob and steal.
We have a choice: Will we
anointing of the Lord (His
new revelation that He
time and season such as
bondage to Satan and
children and their children
spiritual,
psychological

open ourselves up to the
Holy Spirit) and follow the
gives us for a spiritual
this or will we stay in
allow him to keep us, our
in an ever increasing
and physical bondage?

Our loving Lord says: “Loose the bonds of wickedness, undo the heavy
burdens, let the oppressed go free and break every yoke!” (Isaiah 58:6).
We, the end time army of the Lord say: “Yes, Lord Jesus! Amen!”
MAY OUR LORD JESUS CHRIST BLESS YOU AND BE WITH YOU AS YOU TAKE
AUTHORITY OVER THE FORCES OF DARKNESS IN HIS NAME!!
(Most quotations from the Word are from the New King James Version of the Bible.)
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